"POP-UP" BOX OF LOVE
By Twila Davis
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stamps: Party Panda's (2018 Sale-a-bration Set), Ready to Pop
Inks: Archival Black
Cardstock: (CS)Melon Mambo, Whisper White, Basic Black (scrap)
Designer Paper: Pop of Pink Specialty Designer Series Paper
Accessories: Tear Tape or Mutlipurpose Glue, Dimensional, Window Sheet
Tools: Paper Trimmer with Score Blade, Big Shot, Wood Crates Framelits (Heart), Paper Snips, 1 3/8" Scallop Circle Punch, 1 1/4"
Circle Punch, Melon MamboStampin Write Marker
Miscellaneous: 3 Hershey Nuggets

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. (Box Base) Cut a piece of Melon Mambo (CS) 4 1/2" x 6". Score at 3/4" & 1 1/2" on all sides.

2. Cut away the corner squares as shown. Cut on the inside side of each of the small squares that are left to what will be the box bottom, making them
into side flaps. (You may need to trim them down a little.)

3. On the outside of box add Tear Tape to the flaps. Flip over and adhere your box together as shown. Flaps folding in. Add tear tape to the side flaps.

4. Before you adhere the sides, fold them to the inside and make sure they lay down against the sides. If not you may need to trim the first little flaps
you attached. Adhere the sides to the inside of box.

5. (Two Dividers) Using two of the larger scrap piece you trimmed away from the box. Score at 3/8" & 1 1/8" on the horizontal.

5. (Two Dividers) Using two of the larger scrap piece you trimmed away from the box. Score at 3/8" & 1 1/8" on the horizontal.

6. Add adhesive to the first and last rectangle of each little piece and adhere it to the inside of box as shown. (using a Hershey Nugget to help with
placement.

7. Stamp and cut out the Panda Bear in Archival Black Ink. Color the heart on the letter he is holding with the Melon Mambo Stampin' Write marker.
Using the Big Shot and Heart Framelit cut out a Whisper White Heart and 2 Melon Mambo Hearts. Using Archival Black Ink stamp the "From Me To
You" onto the Whisper White Heart and "With Love" onto one Melon Mambo Heart. Phrases are from the Ready to Pop Stamp Set. Cut (2) 1'4" x 2"
strips of Window Sheet. Attach one to the back of the Panda. Trim 1/2" off the remaining one and add it to the white and pink heart set.

8. *Before adding your pop ups make sure that when they are laying down they do not touch the back of the box. If they do they will not pop up unless
the lid is all the way off. Attach the Panda to the inside front of the box. The Panda should appear to be standing on the top edge of the box. (Adhesive
will go on the front of the window sheet tab.) Attach The double hearts to the front of the first pink tab. The top of the heart set should be about 1/2"
lower than the top of the Panda. (Adhesive will go on the back of the window sheet tab.)

9. (Sliding Lid) Cut a 3"(a bit longer) x 5 1/2" of the Pop of Pink DSP. Wrap the piece of DSP around the base of your box, folding down the popups. Make creases where needed, making sure the ends ends are at the bottom of the box. Take off and fold on the creases. Add adhesive to one of the
short sides. Put back over box and attach. Punch out 1 3/8" Scallop Circle in Whisper White, a 1 1/4" Circle in Basic Black and stamp "Love is Sweet"
in Archival Black. Layer them as shown using Dimensionals to adhere the heart. Attach to middle of top of Box Lid.

9. (Sliding Lid) Cut a 3"(a bit longer) x 5 1/2" of the Pop of Pink DSP. Wrap the piece of DSP around the base of your box, folding down the popups. Make creases where needed, making sure the ends ends are at the bottom of the box. Take off and fold on the creases. Add adhesive to one of the
short sides. Put back over box and attach. Punch out 1 3/8" Scallop Circle in Whisper White, a 1 1/4" Circle in Basic Black and stamp "Love is Sweet"
in Archival Black. Layer them as shown using Dimensionals to adhere the heart. Attach to middle of top of Box Lid.

10. Your box is now complete! If you have any questions regarding this project you can email me at tdjd1979@gmail.com

